AMORINO – a modern love God promises passionate holidays
A brand new MiniVIBRATOR delivers flights of passion never before experienced
thanks to its unique stimulation band! The perfect gift for all those ready to reboot
their sensuality today with romantic passion.
Bremen, 21.11.2013 – When Amour from ancient Rome arrives with bow and arrow, he
pierces the heart and love blossoms. The modern-day cupid is armed with a different kind of
accessory. Passionate moments flourish as soon as the flexible stimulation band joins
forces with the sensitive curves of this little vibrator.
The silky surface of both AMORINO's shaft and the band pleasure and inspire in
unexpected ways. Working intimately with the shaft, the externally placed
stimulation band brings finesse and even more excitement to the game,
transporting users to seventh heaven.
The silicone stimulation band gently taut between the slightly rounded tip of the
AMORINO and the side bud used for clitoral arousal endows heavenly magic.
The band externally stimulates the Venus mound and the vaginal lips - a little
detail ensuring exceptional levels of excitement. The neon band can be crossed
or wrapped straight around the AMORINO, making exciting arousal diverse as
well.
When using anally or vaginally the band is always
removed. The gently curved tip easily finds the G and
the P spot, while the curved bud at the lower end
stimulates the clitoris or the anus.
In addition to its exciting and unique design the AMORINO scores again
with totally trendy colors: pink and teal with a bright neon yellow
stimulation band – a party for all the senses!
The inner qualities of the waterproof AMORINO also count – a powerful,
quiet motor, a long-lasting battery and six rhythms and six intensity levels
as well as a control unit with almost intuitive reactions. A key lock makes
sure carrying it around remains discrete, so it's perfect for any bag or trip.
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About FUN FACTORY Ltd:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturer of aesthetic and stylish love toys, has its headquarters
in Bremen, right on the Weser river. From the first sketch, to the design and the technical implementation right
up to completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits in the industry are and remain “Made in Germany“ and
come directly from this Hanseatic city. It was here that FUN FACTORY was founded in 1996 by Dirk Bauer
and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA and in 2013 a branch in
Spain. Today the company has over 120 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with
its products.
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